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No appology is necessary for discussing disturbances 
in the sexual function because these ailments are so common 
and o~ suoh importance, not only to the victim and his family, 
but to the entire community. 
Neurologists do not possess the neoessary technioal 
skill requisite to examine the genital organs, and the 
genito-urinary surgeons laok the knowledge of the neurol-
ogists. Thus the victim of the sexual disfunction, suff-
ering mentally and physically, wanders from one physician 
to another seeking relief, until he becomes obsessed; if 
married, his wife is subjeot to needless operations and 
examinations to cure sterility, when, in fact, he alone is 
at fault. 
;uf 
Though it may sound elementary, it may be said at the 
outset that erection should ocour in the normal man almost 
simultaneously with the stimulus of strong sexual desire 
and favorable opportunity, and should be maintained ID1til 
oonsummation of the act in detumescence after orgasm. 
Any deviation from this standard, whether it be in the 
f9zom.,of. deficiency of ereotile power or premature ej acul-
ation (which is often the first step toward impotence), 
represents a corresponding degree of sexual impairment which 
requires correction. It is importanj, however> to remember 
that all human beings differ in their natural sexual equip-
ment. We are all born with a definite, inherited sexual 
endowment, which makes itself manifest throught life in a 
corresponding coeffiCient of sexual virility. The endo-
1. 
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orine system undoubtedly is responsible in a large degree, 
if not altogether, for the oharaoter and maintainenoe of 
this ooefficient. In some individuals it is strong; in 
others"\Teak~ and. in betw'een these extremes there are as 
many degrees of sexuality as there are human beings. 
dJ. 
It is surely no exaggeration to state thHt among 
oi vi1ized humanity inadequate male sexus.1 performanoe is 
one of the very prevalent ca.uses of the most poignant misery 
and unhappiness. Seldom does ~t physiCian hear any oomplaint 
so tinged with bitterness and despair as that of the patient 
reporting insuffioient sexual funotion. Equally distressing 
may be the story told by the wife of suoh a man. The 
psyoho1ogy of this unhappiness is not diffiou1t to under-
stand. Virtually every huma.n being visualizes a love ideal 
in whioh perfeot sexual union is an essential element. In 
addition, the idea is a mistaken one l but none the less 
widely prevalent t that sexual impotenoe neoessarily implies 
ruinous impairment of every virile quality of the person-
ality. Thus, severe sexual inadequacy is quite oertain to 
disrupt the entire love theme, bringing to the man humi1ia-
tion l disillusionment and feelings of deepest inferiority, 
and to the responsive woman a bitter and perhaps unendurable 
disappointment. The ultimate result is frequently neurosis 
added upon neurosis until the integrity of the personality 
is seriously disturbed. Only the oocasional exoeptionally 
well sublimated individual is able under such oiroumstanoes 




The seriousness of inadequate sexua,l performance is 
added to by its inoidenoe. While speoifio figures are 
~~ 
a.1most impossibly difficult to obtain> Stokes believes it 
to be approximately 10 percent of the entire male population 
of this country. In this estimate, only those cases are 
referred to in which the difficulty is so pronounced as to 
cause a.cute dissatisfaction. Some degree of impairment of 
potency is the rule in our present oivilization. The fully, 
conSistently potent man is the exception; for reasons which 
shall be stated presently. One should not fail to consider 
that the number of men who are driven to seek aid because 
of impotence is oonsiderably reduced beoause of the fact 
that so many w'omen are sexua.1ly friged and therefore do not 
complain of the impotence of their husbands. 
~3 
All that is generally known about male impotence is 
the inability to effect the procreative union> through fail-
ure of ereotion. The existence of any other kind of impotence 
is known ,to only the sufferer himself. All the subdivisions 
of the anomaly of impotence are veiled in complete darkness. 
They are entirely unknown to the laity. Even the profession 
is not well informed about the subject. It is only familiar 
with the manifestation consisting in the failure to perform 
the function of conjugality, because it is on this account 
mainly that the patient seeks medioal advioe. 
This advice is not seldom given in a perfunotory 
manner. The oondition is made light of and is dismissed 




manifestations is not a subject to be laughed at and rid-
iculed. It is not only of great importance to the individual 
sufferer, but also of moment to the health of the family, 
hence of great social signifigance. 
~7 
The physician must deal with disease, its cause and 
effect~ and it is not part of his duties to moralize. This 
includes both mental and physical disease. If sexual 
function, which is perfectly natural and normal, is not 
exercised for any reason, sexual potency will be diminished 
and~ according to Steinach, Woronoff, Sand and others, 
senility and 1088 of both physical and mental virility will 
follow because they are closely associated with sexual potency. 
The economic and educational conditions of civilized 
society today and the barriers being set up against the ex-
ercise of normal functioning are becoming responsible for 
a large amount of immature sexual impotency. It may be 
stated almost as a rule that sexual impotency varies 
directly with the progress of mental development and ~ivil­
ization. Whether this is a biologic problem is a question 
which the future must answer. Certainly impotence as well 
as other causes tend toward the extinction of the fittest 
and to the survival of the "unfittestt!~ 
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HISTORY 
The history of impotence undoubtedly dates back as far 
as the beginning of man: although it was most oertain1y 1eS8 
J.7 
prevalent during the early times. According to some writers 
however, the more civilized people become, the greater the 
spread of impotence. Under these conditions there is a 
tendency to supersub1imation and direction of energy into 
other fields other than that of sexual gratification which 
results in a lessening of the desire. Also the present 
stands,rns of social org8"nization discourage sexual relat ions 
excepting under especia,l conditions, (marriage). As we 
/0 
shall Bee> Steke1 goes a.s far as to say that supress10n of 
the sexual urge under any conditions tends to reduce the 
;)7 
potence. It is an historica.l fact !H3 well as one observl:tb1e 
today that the lower grades of human SOCiety are more prone 
to sexual promiscuity than the higher classes. If it were 
possible to obtain records do\yn thru the ages one would thus 
in all probability find ~~ increasing incidence of impotence 
as civilization became more specialized. 
The treatment of any case of impotence naturally depends 
on a correct die.gnosis. In as much as the success of treat-
ment depends on this knowledge> it may be said that the 
history of the treatment follows very closely the ability of 
the physician to oorrect1y diagnose the case with reference 




~IWelfeld believes that in true psychic impotence, that 
is, without organic cause, that there is no real impotence. 
The patient really has potentia coeundi et generandi, but 
he imagines ~~d is convinced that he has not. Every phys-
ician knows that a fixed mental idea suffices to inhibit 
actual organiC functioning and literature abounds with 
examples where organic dysfunctioning results from purely 
psychic causes. Furthermore, the actual symptoms of dis-
ease may be simulated or suffered by psychotics where the 
actual disease does not exist. It is not difficult to 
understand then that under the circumstances patients may 
fully convince themselves that they are impotent and may, 
by the force of such mental conviction, be unable to 
perform the sexual act, although in reality nothing but their 
state of mind prevents them from doing so. 
Psychic impotence in males today is far more prevalent 
than is commonly believed. It is no exaggeration to say 
that most cases of impotence as seen by the urologist 
today are of this type. We will find tha.t in the majority 
of these cases the condition can be traced back to the 
restrictions placed by our present day accepted standards 
of social morals and civilization on the exercise of normal 
sex functions. 
When we question the causes underlying this develop-
ment of civilization and progress, we find that economic 
factors and standards of living are such that a large n~~ber 
of men cannot afford to marry, at least not while young. 
6. 
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Many deliberately supress their normal sexual desires; others 
abuse them to excess without the responsibility of marriage. 
Those who do marry do not excercise their functions normally 
because they do not want, or cannot afford children; and 
women, if not actually averse or even hostile to intercourse, 
submit to it unwillingly rather than acquiescently. Civil-
ization and higher education tend to regard the exercise of 
the sex functions as brutal and degrading, and morality 
teaches sUblimation of sexual desires. All these factors 
in one way or another favor sexual impotence. The medical 
man sees that on physiologic and hygenic grounds modern 
tendencies cannot be reconciled with the observed clinical 
facts. Many of these patients are in a subschizophrenic 
condition, depressed, morose and dissatisfied. 
McCartney gives as the factors in psychic impotence, 
fear of consequence, aversion to partner, aversion to the 
sexual act, jealousy and psychic shock in nervous individuals 
who are highly impressionable either congenitally or by 
upbringing. 
Fear or anXiety, according to McCartney is frequently 
the most important oause of xexual failure, especially 
with those '!fho have had a mawkish training. Being subject 
to emissions, they know of the after weakness and the 
reading of literature increases the fear in their minds. 
They oontinually dwell on supposed mental decay and loss of 
manhooq, and first attempts at ooitus are failures. Later, 
a jest or taunt or worry may result in failure also, and 
they gradually grow impotent. 
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There are many men who on account of the indifference 
or evident aversion of their conjugal partners to coitus 
have gradually suppressed their emotional sexual feelings 
and weaned themselves by degrees from the praotice of the 
sexual act. Having a high sense of rectitude, of fidelity 
to theia spouses in sexual matters, they have never thought 
of other women, they become deeply absorbed in business mat-
ters, After living several years of suppressed sex life 
they find that they are impotent in regard to their conjugal 
partner and fully believe themselves to be completely so. 
:lJ. 
In another class there are those who have for years 
suppressed sexual desires and have forced themselves to 
continency for other reasons. The final result is that 
they believe themselves completely impotent also. 
In order to insure a clear concept of the preCise 
nature of the disorder under discussion, a working defin-
ition will be established. The term "male sexual inade-
quacyfl shall be assumed to include any inability to secure 
erection, by ejaculation before intromission l by inadequately 
brief intravaginal voluptas, by exceptional difficulty in 
reaching ejaculation or by the requirement of an unusually 
long recovery period following ejaculation. 
Certain of the elements in this definition demand further 
explanation. For present purposes the terms neja,culation" 
and ttorgasm" may be regarded as synonymous. By erection is 
meant a full erection capable of being maintained at intro-
mission. By inadequately brief intravaginal voluptas is 




between intromission and orgasm. Here no precise time can 
be assigned, but certainly if this phase is repeatedly 
under 1 or 2 minutes and is invariably followed by prolonged 
loss of ereotion there oan be no hesitancy in concluding that 
inadequate funotion exists, for few normally responsive 
women could possibly be brought to detumesence through such 
a performance. As an actual, practical fact, the adequacy 
of the intra-vaginal voluptas must always be estimated 
\¥ith reference to the specific needs of the sexual partner. 
In the definition is mentioned exceptiomal difficulty 
in reaching ejaculation despite satisfactory erection. 
The individual displaying this phenomenon is likely to enjoy 
a somewhat false reputation as a sexual paragon> for he can 
of course provide an extraordinary amount of vaginal stim-
ulation, even if his own orgasm is never attained and his 
s.atisf action slight. 
The final phase of the general definition deals with 
the requirement of an unusually long recovery period follow-
ing ejaculation. Poor libidinous rebound is characteristic 
of virtually every type of impotent behavior, but I am 
making a speCial case of the individual who reaches a first 
orgasm in an apparently adequate manner only to lose all 
ability to regain erection under continued stimulation. The 
specifioation of normal rebound time is impossible, although 
it should be a matter of minutes rather than of hOUTS or of 
days. The most vital factor in its estimation is the cor-
responding demand of the sexual 
9. 
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partner for further stimulation. 
As an introduction to the etiologic study of these 
disorders that have been defined, an interpretation of the 
relatively normal sexual perfQrmance by means of a graphic 
chart, will be presented. For this purpose we shall assume 
the sexual contact of an experienced, fully potent man 
with an experienced, responsive woman, under ideal emotion-
al and environmental circumstances. (See graph 1). 
Here the most significant observations are: (1) Good 
erection well maintained, (2) satisfactory prolongation of 
the intravaginal period of the voluptas, (3) an excellent 
rebound after the orgasm, decre~sing progressively after 
each sucoessive ejaculation, (4) a voluptas constantly 
positive, with no swing to the negative side of abhorence 
and disgust. 
Next a series of graphs will be presented, delineating 
the various types of inadequate performance that have been 
mentioned. Graph NO. 2 of this series illustrates the 
libidinous behavior of the ind.ividual i,19'ho cannot command. 
an adequate erection. GrapA'. No. 3 deals ~'fith ejaculation 
before intromission. Graph No. 4 concerns inadequately 
brief intravaginal voluptas. Grap~ No. 5 represents in-
voluntarily excessive exoessive prolongation of the intra-
vaginal voluptas. Graph No. 6 indicates the performance 
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IMPOTEl'iTCE 
As one revielvs these graphs it is seen that all of the 
various inadequate performanoes have two oommon faotors: 
an insufficient libidinous drive and a terminal swing to a 
negative voluptas or reaotion of disgust and aversion. 
These observations suggest a key to the situation. One 
naturally wonders how it 08.n be possible for such an', 
enormously powerful biologic endowment as the libido to 
fail so dismally. The following causes suggest themselves: 
(1) an hereditarily weak libidO, (2) functional weakening 
due to local or remote organic pathology, (3) a requirement 
of some lacking or different stimulus, (4) the presence of 
libido-crushing fear. 
The first of these four factors may be dismissed as 
of little importanoe. Undeniably there is a oertain 
hereditary variable in the potence equation, but even the 
lesser grades of hereditary libido endowment are amply 
sufficient to insure a good sexual funotion if given a 
reasonable chance a.t natura.1 deve1ppment. Posi tl ve evidence 
of this occurs in the fact that serious lack of potency is 
unknown among primitive orders of man who follow a simple 
biologic pattern in the sexual life. 
The second factor, that of local or remote organiC 
pathology, must always be given careful consideration. 
The answer to our question is contained, in pe~t at 
least, in the third and fourth factors mentioned: that iS I 
to a requirement of a lacking or different stimulus or to 
the presence of 1ibido-orushing fear. These potency destroy-
ers are largely or wholly a product of civilized ideals 
12. 
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and morals. Just as surely as civilization has in many 
ways expanded and enriched the erotic life J so has it impeded 
its expression in other ways, chief among which are: (1) The 
frequent association of libidinous expression with requir-
ments impossible of realization, (2) the creation of a domin-
ation fixation upon some sexual component other than the 
heterosexual» (3) the associa,tion of sexual expression with 
fear and danger typically through the doctrine that sex is 
sin. 
Working from this general viewpoint of the etiology 
of impotence one knows how to proceed in explaining that 
vveakened drive seen in every case. Always the libido must 
13. 
be doing one of two things, either straining in another dir-
ection in protest against inadequate present stimulus, or stru~ 
gling with fear. And once the present stimulus has exerted 
its maximmn lifting effect, the libido is overwhelmed by 
its burden, hurtling downward not only to the resting or 
neutral level but crashing beneath it to the nega,ti vely 
toned stratum of disgust and abhorrence, where it is further 
firmly anchored by the added weight of an inrushing sense 
of failure and humiliation. 
~3 
Talmey's reasoning in relation to psychic impotence 
,;(~ 
is along the same lines as that of Stoke's, but is suffiC-
iently different to be of interest. It seems to be quite 
well agreed upon that psychic impotence of copulation is 
the anomaly met with in the higher strata of SOCiety, among 
the cultured classes; workers, captains of indUstry, high 
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officials, and busy professional men. Among these people 
psych impotence is even more frequent than atonic impotence 
is among the general male population J which will be dis-
cussed presently. In psychic impotence it is the cerebral 
inhibition center which is in a state of exaggerated ex-
citation. In the normal man, at an adequate erotic stimulus, 
an impulse is sent from the cerebrum to the centre of 
erection. In psychic impotence the impulse is inhibited 
from being sent. Psychic impotence is hence due to a certain 
state of the mind. The differential diagnosis between 
psych impotence and all the other forms of impotence is the 
phenomenon that in psychic impotence the anomaly disappears 
~hen the psych is out of commisslon~ as in sleep. In 
psychic impotence the erections are quite vigorous during 
the state of sleeping. The patient awakens towards morning 
with'strong erections. But as soon as the psych begins to 
function, the ereotion ceases, while in the normal the 
erection remains in the priapic position for a certain length 
of time. These strong morning erections are not seldom 
utilized to effect a cure, if the wife is willing to 
participate in the medical management of the case,as this 
one: Mr. N., thiry-five years of age was always normal in 
his marital undertakings,which were not sucoessful following 
the armistice. During the war he had under hie super-
vision great problems which tasked his nerves to the high-
est degree. After the nervous excitement was over he 
found his erections to be very feeble when he tried to ap-
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proach his wife. His morning erections were as strong as 
ever. His wife was advised to watch him in his sleep and 
if she noticed a strong erection she should suddenly awake 
him and cause him to effect conjugality. This she did and 
succeeded. One such success cured the patient. 
Psychic impotence is sometimes only tranSitory when the 
patient is in a state of agitation. The more agitated the 
patient is the more the penis shrinks at the critical mom-
ent. It does not expand and feels cartilaginous. The anom-
aly disappears, as a rule, with the disappearance of the 
agitation. 
One such failure during an aCCidental agitation not 
seldom may cause a psychic trauma through the subconscious 
effects of cryptogammic nerve currents. The emotional 
trauma is oonserved as an isolated neurogram and may become 
the substratum of future anxiety attaoks at every critioal 
moment, the emotional ideas having oonstituted a permanent 
complex. In this wayan oocasional failure may become a 
permanent psychic impotence through the underlying mental 
fault and auto-suggestion. 
Tempory psychic impotence is found mostly in the 
highly organized type of society~ among superior men, when 
there is want of responsiveness by the mate. Only the low 
and vulgar oan use force and associate with an unwilling 
mate, the superior men are bY,nature passivists. In the 





the initiative in the necessary petting, toying, caressing, 
etc. Sanctimonious frigidity will not callout his viril-
ity. If for squeamish sanctimony she assumes the attitude 
of "serve yourself" ~~d refuses to perform her share in the 
preliminary rites, her behavior will induce dissociation 
8.nd will not callout the virile priapic attitude. The 
"serve yourself" posture, where the supine position and the 
femoral divergence are the only contributions wrung from 
the hypocrisy of the mate, may suffice for t~e common dull 
people to whom the overtones of sex are unknown and with 
wh9m the mere presence ~f the female makes ~n instant appeal 
to their virility. These individuals mate on a simple phy-
sical basis like the animal; and respond to the slightest 
stimulation. But the intellectuals mate more or less on the 
basis of intellectual attraotion; and intellect is still young, 
scarcely a few thOusand years old, the instinotive paths are 
not yet well leveled, smoothed, and planed. Icy frigidity 
which repels even the co~~on man, therefore, makes the 
superman's sex relations entirely impossible. The more 
cultured and sensitive the man is; the greater will be the 
disturbance in the consensualism between stimulation and 
erection. If the female throW's obsta.oles in his way, his 
volupty, potenoy, and pleasure tone of the libido will be 
greatly modified. 
Such .men may resort to extrsmari ts.l mi scegenation, to 
the transient uniona of the lupanar where the oversexed 




and craving libidinous experience for themselves, have 
trained themselves to receive and bestow' somatic satis-
faction on the most timid and diffident. They know how to 
encourage, urge J and stimUlate even the highly organized 
men who cannot serve themselves. The result is that such 
men are relatively impotent in their marital chamber and 
perfectly normal in their transient unions. On the other 
hand, there are men who are impotent just in company of the 
venal woman through the anaphrodiiac of fear of infection. 
Extreme excitement after long abstinence may cause 
temporary impotence. The expectancy and joy over the 
final reaching of the goal causes a great nervous distur-
bance within the inhibitory centre which becomes overex-
cited, and at the critical moment the erections fail, the 
penis becomes flaccid ~~d shrivels half its normal size. 
Romantic men with their overvaluation of the female 
character may find themselves temporarally impotent from 
sheer nervousness through the obsession of shame, associated. 
with modesty and timidity. In the subconsciousness of the 
romantic man there is still lingering a certain awe and 
reverence towards the door of life, transmitted, from the 
remote period of yonic worship. This door has still a 
symbolic anagogic significance for him. This part of the 
female anatomy is still taboo; it must not 'be seen l tOUChed, 
or even thought of by an outsider. So every boy is taught 
in home and school, and it remains a complex in his sub-
consciousness in a generic sense. This awe may act as an 
inhibition against the required impulse which ought to 
17. 
start from the br~in oentre to the oentre of ereotion~ 
when the newlywed approaoh.es his young bride. 
This same man would find little difficulty in the 
assooiation of the woman of easy virtue. The latter is 
considered a public oomfort station, e. privy) where he dis-
oharges the contents of the seminal vesicles~ just as he 
discharges the oontents of the bladder, without giving any 
thought to the receiving channels. Mose men do not care 
much for the looks of a privy, any place is good enough for 
them. Some men are more fetstidious and rather partucular ~ 
emd gladly pay a. oonsiderable price for a beautiful ~ or-
namented, end scented environment. The beautiful object 
may have even a oertain charm for them for a while, and then 
it is dismissed out of the mind and forgotten. Thue~ with 
the woman for v'Vhom he ha.s none of the higher f' eel ings I he 
is perfectly potent. 
10 
Stekel; in his book on psychic impotence, brings out 
several points worthy of' consideration. He believes that 
the inhibitory anq aversial influences may begin and end 
in the preparation for the aot; as when there is a conflict 
with another sexual drive (fetiohism~ homosexuality) which 
blocks the norms,l wishes; during prepara.t1on for a normal 
advance (a restraining phobis"); then 8,t a stage of closer 
contact (forgetting a rendezvous); then on being together; 
then with the preliminaries for coitus (sudden indisposition); 
anxious 'bashfulne~s about nud1 ty; then in the form of an 
insufficient or aQsent ereotion when libido is presents is 
vanishing, or has ohanged its direction; then directly 
18. 
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before the eleventh hour, as ejaculatio ante portas or as 
ejaculation praecox after successful penetration, and final-
ly, as if to undo all preparations, as an absence of orgasm. 
Stekel believes that the majority of patients whom one 
observes are those with relative impotenoe, persons who show 
waves and fluctuations of potency on different occasions 
and with different women. In the extreme, more rare form, 
that of paralytiC, impotence, the power of erection appears 
tQ have been entirely abrogated or is confined to a small 
degree of function. In rare cases, speedy erection occurs 
and forthwith disappears; in most cases there is only a 
slight enlargement of the organ; in intermediate cases 
there occurs a semierection which makes introduction of the 
organ impossible. When the power of erection has entirely 
gone, morning erections are absent. The seminal emission 
follows with more or less strong orgasm, though this at 
times may also be entirely absent, the organ remaining flaccid. 
With the organ flaccid, the man may ejaculate on kissing or 
embracing a sexual object in a dream. This form of impotence 
may occur in homoeexua1ists, fetishists and in some persons 
even on reading sadomasochistic literature. All these cases 
,!! 
are only a variety of ejaculatio praecox and like the latter 
are conditioned by paychic inhibitions. In them one observes, 
as an expression of oncoming recovery, that the patient will 
have erections without coming to an ejaculation. 
Before taking up the question of the etiologiC factors 
proper involved in impotence, Stekel first disposes vigor-
19. 
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ously of oertain fallaoies which he believes are still widely 
prev~tlent among members of the medical prof ession. There 
is a notion current a.mong many that the grea,ter the excess 
the sooner will the natural power be lost) and that early 
loss of power in civilized man is essentially due to his 
exoesses. Aooordingly, all kinds of advice are given. 
This fairy tale about the need for gentle treatment of the 
prooreative foroe and the blessings of moderation is nothing 
but a myth. As a matter of fact, quite frequentlYI perhaps 
universally, the very persons who give scant consideration 
to the preservation of their potency maintain it to advan-
oed age, v/hare as those who are eoonomica1 C).bout it fre-
quently lose their full sexual power prematurely. A 
frequent observation is that persons endure so-oalled "sexual 
exoesses It muoh better thf,tt total abst inenoe; while the 
"sexual" oonstitution certainly plays a relet the psychic 
factor is of greater importance then the constitutional. 
Above all, the mose important factor is the power of inhib-
i tions surrounding the sexue.l impulse. No one whose sex-
ual aot is accompanied by fear B.nd inhibition oan unfold his 
entire sexual power. Neither abstinence nor excess results 
in "physiological impotence". When the partioular requisites 
for potency are fulfilled, potency returns: 
What has been said of sexual excess and a,bstinence as 
etiologiC factors in impotence hold true also of masturbation. 
Popular and scientifio books maintain the fa.lse notion that 
masturbation causes premature impotence; the physiCian, 
instead of being a healer~ becomes a moralist and preaoher. 
,-
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There are many victims of such literature on masturbation. 
If it were true that masturbation is responsible for 
impotence, why should the ill effects of masturbation make 
their appearance after many years of health? There are 
many instances in which auto-erotic practices did not 
leave harmful results until the person, from one source 
or another, gained. the idea ths"t the practice would be 
followed by horrible consequences, of which impotence is one. 
Contrary to the prevailing notion,masturbation in 
i teelf is harmless a,nd does not have an effect on or rel-
ation to potency; the same is true of pollutions. To ap-
preciate it adequately, one must realize the force behind 
the practice of masturbation. When a paraphilic person 
masturgates, a seemingly complete impotence may appear after 
masturbation~ not as a result of but as an expression of 
inhibitory processes against sadistic, necrophilic or 
other paraphilic fantaoies aooompanying the sexual aot. 
The ooinoidenoe of the phenomena need not be interpreted. 
in terms of oause and effeot; they both may be the effect 
of another cause. There are men who have masturbated ex-
cessively for fifty years and are still potent. On the other 
hand, there are instances of recent impotenoe in persons 
who have never masturbated. It is known further that ohild-
ren of ohronic masturbators are often in remarkably good 
health. Their masturbatIon was only a substitutive aot 
and was not done against inner resistance. 
The clinging to an infantile impression is frequently 
found in masturbation or impotent men. The power of erec-
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tion and the traumatic image remain permanently associated; 
cne becomes conditioned on the other. Many persons mastur-
bate with particular picture of fantasy in mind; and it is 
this accompanying fantasy that furnishes the driving force 
behind the indulgence in the practicee 
Pollutions likewise do not reduce sexual powers. 
They are a sign of a violent, ungratified sexuality; 
they are, in faot, always masturbatory aots> oocuring" how-
ever~ in the absenoe of oonsoiousness. 
While it is true that many onanists are impotent, this 
is beoause they are paraphil1aos> persens whose sexual aim 
is not a woman or who seek some form of gratifioation which 
is subjeot to veto--sadists, masoohists, urolagnists" homo-
sexualists or passion murderers. Gratification is obtained 
because there is always a "specific pleasure-arousing 
fantasy" associated with it. When masturbation serves as 
a substitute for the normal act, it may easily be given up 
and is not associated with much pleasure. Other persons 
reoeive greater pleasure from masturbation than from the 
ordinary sexual act because masturbation protects them from 
paraphilias. Immoderate masturbation practiced to advanced 
age, impotence and excesses are in themselves symptoms of, 
and self protective measures against asocial and atavistic 
impulses. Masturbation thus fulfills an important social 
function; its suppression would increase the number of 
sexual crimes. 
The impotent person excludes himself from reproduction 
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as long as he considers himself unworthy and inoapable of it. 
Sadism has always been an enemy of oivilization, and sad-
ists who are afraid of themselves must para~yze the sexual 
impulse. On oan thus appreoiate the terrible punishment which 
oonscience places on a pleasure the justifioation of which 
has been forfeited. The union of hatred with absolute 
potency creates the sadist, the passion murderer, the sexual 
criminal. The amalgamation of hatred and impotenoe is an 
expression of a curative tendenoy, and under proper guidanoe 
can be cured. Genuine love can redeem these'patients. 
After these preliminary considers.tione, attention may 
be turned more specifioally to the nature of the inhibitory 
psychic factors that stand in the way of realizing full 
potenoy. Unconscious loves and hatreds are prolific sources 
of impotence. A person who whether for social or economio 
reasons or as a result of pressure from the family, marries 
not the girl he loves, but another, may find himeelf impotent 
in marriage because his feelings are elsewhere. Another 
instance is when a man is obliged as a duty to marry a 
clandestine lover and react with impotenoe. An unoonscious 
or even a fairly consoious hatred of the wife, over critical 
attitude of the wife and unrecognized jealousy may also 
resul t im impotence.. HO'Never accidental the expression of 
impotence may be, its cause is placed elsewhere--past ex-
cesses, masturbation~ and the like. Through a sense of guilt, 
arising from various sources, this impotenoe oomes to be 




More than that, in every case of impotence one must 
seek a secret love requisite on w'hl.ch adequate potency seems 
to be conditioned; the patients, however, either hide, or 
are unaware of their fantasies. These prerequisites may 
be peculiar) absurd or bizarre: a particular dress, a part-
icular res.ction may be specifically required of the partner; 
stimulations of various parts of the body, from touching 
to flagellation and physical injury (real or pretended); 
various paraphilia.s--fetishisffi, pluralism, voyeurism. Most 
of these are conditioned on infantile experienoes that have 
become fixed. Erotio symbolism often lu.rks behind loss of 
sexual povV"er; it signifies that sexuality has become fixed 
and womanhood is renounced. 
Relative to dirorders of the orgasm it may be said 
that orgasm is an exoeedingly sensitive reaotion; a ohange 
in it may sometimes be the first manifestation of a disorder 
in the love life. The strength of an orgasm may v8.ry from 
a feeling of tiokling; associated with a pleasurable sensa-
tion, to such profound experiences that the individu.al 
groans with sexual pleasure, becomes confused s .. nd even loses 
consciousness; epileptio atts.cks have occured fo~lowing or-
gasm. The orgasm varies with age~ with the nature of the 
sexual object, with the mood and frame of mind and with 
the fulfillment or lack of fulfillment of specific love 
. requisi tes. Such disorder may show itself in grctdations 
that run somewhat as follows: 
1. The orgasm is pleasurable, but is either accompan-
ied or follol1Ved--perhaps the da.y after--by different 
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degrees of unpleasant senss,tions J pain; pars,esthesia.s a 
fatigue~ disgust and anxiety .. which may sometimes be so 
pronounoed as to make the patient renounce coitus because 
he is afraid of the pains. The pains are diversely local-
ized" now in the oooiput~ now in the legs a but mostly, however, 
in the sp1ns.l oord (as if the entire oord has run off). 
Similar pains in consequence of autosuggestion are observed 
after masturbation J whioh is mistakenly interpreted by the 
physician as an objective proof of the injurious power of 
masturbation. With disturbance in sex relations already 
present 3 the physician oonfirms to the already anxious pat-
ient the injuriousness of coitus and recommends further 
limitations of sexual pleasure. Often .. ooitus aggravates 
symptoms that were already present. A neuralgia. may become 
worse after each coitus; gallbladder pains may recur reg-
ularly, and myalgia may direot1y increa.se beyond endurance 
after coitus. An intractable ve~tigo, sometimes diagnosed 
a.s due to arterioso1erosis, often ha.s the same origin. 
Instead of paine in the legs there may be weakness in the 
legs (hysterical paresis). Often these symptoms are assurance 
against an impulse to obtain tabooed pleasure. The pains 
may be due to abstinence and to moral inhibition. The 
"inner negation" expresses itself in pains which enforce 
virtue. 
2. All feeling of pleasure ia absent I but in its ple_ce 
is a more or lees intense pain which is usually localized 
in the glans> though it may also radiate to the perineum 
and display the character of testicu1a.r pain. An instance 
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is recorded of a person whose coitus with his wife was 
aooompanied by intense pain which arose beoause, during 
interoourse, he indulged in incestuous fantasies about his 
daughter, end the reality itself amounted to pain. 
3. The ejaculation is strong, but the orgasm is mark-
edly reduoed, as is the power of erect1on~ which, in compar-
ison with the former, a,ots with lees ra,pidi ty and obeys the 
libido less promptly; oopulation, it is olaimed, is agon-
izingly tasteless and is followed by ill humor. 
4. The ejaoulation occurs without orgasm; the semen 
flows off without the characteristic feeling of pleasure. 
The anticipation of pleasure is followed by disappointment. 
5. After long ooitus (often an hour) a weak orgasm 
is forced (ejaculatio retardata). 
6. Orgasm occurs vvi th ej aoulation (rare). 
7. Despite hours of effort, tormenting anticipation 
and the f seling that the orgs,sm i9 due wi thin a couple of 
friotions, it does not come; bathed in perspiration and 
exhausted, the patient gives up all effort. Sometimes 
these patients may force an ejaoulation that is assoc-
iated '1/i th a wea,k orgasm or one in which the orgs.sm is 
entirely lacking and with the substitution for it of an 
unpleasant feeling of even an intense pain. It is character-
istic that these men consider themselves impotent; they 
have no confidence in their potenoYa erection does not 
occur and coitus is impossible. In others, after several 
movements ej a.culatio praecox sets in and may a.lse take place 
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without orgasm. Indeed, fluctuation between ejaculatio 
praecox and ejaculatio retardate. et sine vOluptate is 
really the rule; these men are now impotent, now semipotent, 
now apparently very potent. 
Among impotent men one not infrequently finds persons 
who have a semierection, sometimes quite constantly, from 
which, beoause of accompanying fantasies, they draw so much 
pleasure that the orgasm of the end pleasure becomes super-
fluous. 
In one case the patient was emotionally dependent on 
his mother, who exaoted a. vow from him that he would never 
ha.ve sex relations until after marriage. He broke the vow, 
and this beoame an etiologic factor in his psychic impotenoe. 
Sometimes it is an oath sworn on the:life of a dear relative 
or in a ohurch, or a promise given to some one on a death-
bed, or even a false oath. Such a promise as: "As long as 
you are faithful to your wife, your children will not die~ 
if broken,will result in a man consciously upho1ding h~s 
virtue by withdrawing the pleasure premium of sexuality, an 
orgasm. 
All these reaotions are only protective measures aga.inst 
the domination of sexuality, mostly unknown to the person 
himself, which, for one reascn or another, he cannot realize 
in his partner. Thus, a, man who has very cruel sexual ins-
tinots (beating, strangling or stabbing the sexual partner) 
may be able to maintain normal coitus of long duration 
without being able to attain an orgasm. When the specifio 




or even in a mild form, the orgasm will appear repidly. 
This will explain why the man can be impotent with one woman 
and potent with another. Persons who suffer from ejaoulations 
without orgasm and react to a disoussion of homosexuality 
nith disgustl aversion or vomiting, are themselves only 
disguised homosexuals. 
Some men are impotent beca.use they fear that 'Iii th the 
experienoing of pleasure they might beoome enslaved to 
womanhood and thus be forced to be submissive; it is often 
an expression of the struggle between the sexes. Even when 
suoh a man maintains loudly that he loves the woman, bis 
impotenoe speaks to the oontrary. All neurotic patients 
suffer from exoessive hatred whioh they desire to oonvert 
into love; henoe, their eternal longing for love \'{hioh 
verifies their inability to love. Under the influenoe of 
psychic tension love with them can be oonverted into hatred, 
and this love deficiency is betrayed by impotence or 
dyspareunia as the case may be. 
In the case of absence of orgasm~ as recovery takes 
place there will be first an ej acula,tion wi thout orgasm; 
soon afterwal'd the. orgasm comes timidly I gradually growing 
until it attains its former strength. 
That the marriage situation affects potency is a daily 
observation, a,nd is further attested by clinioal experience. 
Occasionally one observes that on marriage a young man 
goes on a regular orgy and finds himself in possession of 
sexual powers whioh he had never suspected and whioh he is 
not likely to equa,l or even app~oach in any future si tuation.. 
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A number of factors enter here, of which the overestimation 
of the love object» long courtship and the sanctioning of 
sex rels,tions such as marriags gives unfolded potency to 
its maximum. On the wedding night men axe seldom heroes; 
irnpotence and ejaculatio praecox are present in more than 
~alf the cases, for which rationalizations are not lacking 
(sparing the wife, etc.{. Soon l however~ there is better 
adjustment, but as the attractive values of the wives become 
reduced, there is also an apparent lessening of libido and 
reduction in potency; in extramarital relations these men 
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show increased potency. Many men fear marriage and defloration 
because of repressed sadistic motives; others see in the bride 
an image of the mother or sister and fear to face the situation. 
One then may have impotenoe with the consumms.tion of marriage. 
Potency may be conditioned on passivity - the patient 
wants to be taken; marked masculine aggressiveness may also 
make the same patient potent. This requisite for potency 
may be an expression of ohildhood. Some men are afraid of 
marriage because some women display grea,t resistenoe to it. 
Failure to meet this demand often drives married men into 
extramarital relations. 
Impotenoe may ariss in the oourse of the struggle between 
the sexes as a result of humiliation> as a proteotion against 
sadistic tendencies I a.nd potenoy may return wi th viotory over 
the partner. Cases of impotence arising in marriage, 
especially during the first weeks, oan be cured if treated 
a,t the onset. The attitude and behavior of the wife 
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usually determines whether the impotence will become per-
manently established. With marital difficulties; the sad-
istic component of the sexual impulse emerges into hatred; 
with this, potency vanishes as a rule. 
Sometimes potenoy returns after the dec'tth of the wife I 
the father, the mother, or others. A man had a tendenoy 
toward passion-murder, to strangle his Wife during coitus; 
he dared not to be potent--impotence was merely a protection. 
6 
Contrary to the view of Hohman and Scott, Stekel be-
lieves that impotent men should not be warned against 
marriage. Many impotent men become potent oniy in marriage; 
they are moralists with an innate hidden morality, which 
I 
considers extramarital coitus a sin, which is practiced 
only under severe inner resistance. Some of the best hus-
bands are to be fOund a~ong men who have been impotent; 
such husbands are grateful to their wives. Among impotent 
men who are single one will find some who are apparently 
free from all inhibitions and who have sought gratification 
from prostitutes in vain; they have found themselves either 
impotent or semipotent; they have had liaisons with girls 
and have failed completely. Such men have a secre~ inner 
religion and struggle unsuccessfully against inner inhibi-
tions. In all such cases one will never attain any results 
by recommending extramarital COitus, nor, as elsewh~rel 
are drugs or other methods of any use. 
Impotence in relation to other neurotio manifestations 





the unconscious "I will not" which is behind the oonsoious 
!II cannot". Asoetio tendenoies conceal their religious origin 
wi th all manner of esthetio and hygienio mctsks. If a mark-
ed sense of guilt becomes united to an ascetic tendenoYI there 
arises the colorful symptomatology of a sexual hypochondriac. 
The feeling of inferiority, sO universally present 
in neurotio persons~ manifests itself in the impotent man 
in a varity of ways--he is ugly; he cannot please women, etc. 
From fear of defeat he takes refuge in impotence. In the 
hypoohondriao, abstinence, anxiety and a sense of guilt 
manifesting itself in hidden reproaches and ascetic tenden-
cies are prominente A transition to these severe cases 
is formed by those ostensibly clumsy and innocent men who 
behave "like boobs" with women and are unable to consummate 
intercourse on account of awkwardness. Often they are 
latent homosexuals who really seek the anus. The play 
comedy before themselves and the woman in order to spare 
themselves and sexual fiasco. 
Some fear the sexual act or~ though still potent, 
feF)'r that they w'ill lose potenoy; to them this is a good 
reason to avoid marriage because they would beget only a 
sickly progeny. They may fear that every sexual act will 
shorten life; after one coitus they are exhausted and re-
proach themselves severely beoause inhibitions, temporarily 
overcome by the impulse) have flcLred up again. In many 
persons who are abstinent for some time there is a slight 




the resu.'llption of sexua.l act i vi ties. Like all hypochon-
driacs, he anxiously economizes with his semen, as if it 
ffill help him to live longer. As time goes by, the gen-
itals and their functions become the center of thought. 
These patients often drive the physician to despair. 
Suicidal intentions are as frequently expressed as not 
carried out. Analytic studies reveal that the hypochondriac 
zone is always an erogenic zone; that the hypochondriacal 
notion always arises from a sense of guilt I religious or 
ethical; that the moral dread of the hypoohondriao becomes 
tra..'1.sformed into anxiety conoerning the sexual act.; 'that he 
avoids the physical act because it does not represent 
his adequate form of gratificatiom. His anxiety is fear of 
a paraphilia which has been refused recognition in cons-
ciou.sness; therefore, he constantly oeoillates baok and 
forth between sexual desire and sexual anxiety_ The an-
xiety is also anxiety for the final Judgement day whioh the 
hypochondriac is trying to forestall through self-diotated 
punishment and atonement. 
It is interesting that in all these cases the patients 
do not believe in the possibility of a cure; they actually 
oppose recovery. Behind the disbelief in cure is a secret 
sexual aim which really means; "Possesion of ~he desired 
person is the only thing that will make me potent. Since 
the law and my conscience are against it, and you cannot 
give that person, you will not be able to help me. If I 
cannot haye the women I want, I will forfeit my recovery and 
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renounce all women." 
Interesting andsignifioant is the neurotio person's 
reaotions to the problem of time. From analyses it has long 
been realized that the attitude of the neurotio patient 
toward the problem of time is distinotly disturbed. Time, 
indeed, has little signifioanoe to him; to suit his. needs 
he arbitrarily fixes a situation which prevailed many years 
before. Reality is often obstinately ma:intained and fixed 
long after it has oeases to be a reality. In the neurotic 
person, psychic phenomena are plaoed at the disposal of 
wish fulfilment. He wastes much time before accomplishing 
anything. 
In contrast to the neurotio person Ylho has lost 
patience and is tired of waiting is the ,~pposite type, for 
whom waiting is a great pleasure; he puts off a deoision 
in order to prolong the forepleasure .. until finally the 
forepleasure becomes an end in itself. The neurotic person 
knows only the forepleasure of reality and the afterpleasure 
of memory. The person who is suffering from ejaoulatio 
praecox is already satisfied with the fo:t'pleasure; in sex 
relations~ a man who is potent is also a man who can wait. 
The problem of time is mingled with that of impotenoe. 
There are many cases that illustrate how the neurotic person 
plays 'ivi th time during coitus. Those who manage time like 
a valuable possession have time for everything and therefore 
also have time for love. The time in love is never lost~ 




Whoever does not allow himself time for love beoause he 
loves time will eventually flee into a neurosis that will 
disguise the love inadequaoy. 
In surveying large number of mentally disordered in-
dividuals, one enoounters, not by ~~y means infrequently, 
those who are imbued with the idea that they are incapable 
of properly effeoting the act of cohabitation. Freud has 
stated that if he were asked with what one situation the 
psyohoanalyst is most often confronted in dealing with the 
neurotic he viould reply, psyohic impotency. E. Jones makes 
a similar obser vation. Similarly I in the psychotic, the 
psychopathologist comes upon the identical symptom-complex 
daily, though often, in a disguised form. Freud feels also 
that psychic impotency, in the broad sense, aocounts for 
oivilized man's deference toward women. 
The method by which we determine the origin a,nd develop-
ment of this phantasied sexual inadequaoy and show its very 
intimate, if not identioal, relationship to the evolution 
of the mental disorder may be described purely as a correl-
ation between the cross-section of the psychosis itself 
(with speCial reference to the content) and the longitudinal 
panorama of the interreaction of the individual with his 
encironmental stimuli prior to the development of the psych-
osis. In other words, the development of the psyohosis, 
in many instances, is nothing other than the development of 
the psychic impotenoy. We discover that the integration 




in the psychotic individual who is norme,lly wont to speak 
his thoughts without that restraint which so often obsoures 
the meohanism in the neurotic. 
The subjeot of sexual impotenoy in the male has been 
approached clinically from several angles, but the subjects 
studied have been merely neurotics, rather than psychotice. 
The more outstanding of these perusals have been effeo.ted 
by Freud, Stekel t and Maxim Steiner. The last mentioned 
gave due credit to both Stekel and Freud for their having 
demonstrated the general source of the difficulty. Freud 
in his collected papers duly emphasizes that many of the 
psychopathologioal entities result from the phantasied 
impotency, when the individual finds the adult heterosuxual 
obligations not only uninteresting but eften intolerable. 
This is due, he avers, to the fact that the libido becomes 
fixated upon the mother or sister or other preadolescent 
love objects e~d is hence not free to become attached to 
heterosexual ones. Alluding to the sexual instinct~ he 
says: "When we think of the long and diffiou1t evolution 
the instinct goes through, two faotors to which this difficulty 
might be ascribed at once emerge. First, the consequence 
of two thrusts of sexual development impelling toward 
choice of ~~ object, together with the intervention of the 
incest barrier between the two, the ultimate objeot seleoted 
is never the original one l but only a surrogate for it .•• " 
Steiner olassifies psyohically impotent neurotics 
imto three oategories: (1) Those afflicted with inferior 
constitutional sets, (2) those deterred in preadolescent 
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sexual development through obnoxious familiar influences, 
(3) those developing impotenoy oonoomitantly with the onset 
of senility. He likewise oalls attention to over-sublimation 
as having a certain bearing on the occurence of psychic 
impotenoy. 
/0 
Ernest Jones~ in giving a very complete survey of the 
subject, mentions Freud's theory regarding the failure of 
the sentiments, of tenderness and sensuality, to become 
properly fused; to go further, he offers two additional 
factors whioh predispose to psychic impotency. These are: 
(1) Fear of punishment for sexu,ll activities, (2) the 
tendency to associate the female genitalia with the org~~s 
of excretion. Adler expresses the opinion that "there is 
no organ inferiority without accompanying inferiority of the 
sexual apparatus." We assume that he means inferiority of 
the sexual soma and consequently not eubscriqe in toto 
to this very broad assumption inasmuch a,s several of our 
psychotio cases before the onset have been extremely fertile, 
and upon the initial physioal examination have shown m.s:,rked 
evidence of inferiority in several organs. When he post-
ule~tes the "masouline protest, n he oomes very olose, it seems, 
in a rather vague way" however» to arriving e>t (?,n adequate 
solution of the whole problem of psyohio disintegrations 
/0 
Stekel ' s observations have run along the same line as the 
discoveries of Freud, and as desoribed in Steiner's second 
category of oases; to wit) frustrations in the normal 
sexual development due to exoess enerby outflows toward 





morphosis seem to aooount for the inadequacy_ Starke 
goes further indeoiphering the intrioate meohanism conoerned 
in the synthesis of this ultimate sexual incompetenoy. 
It is his theory that not infrequently, expecia11y in oases 
that have been overweaned or improperly weaned, the loss of 
the nipple gives the infant such a marked senae of bewild-
erment and desertion that the vestige of this affect lingers 
even up to the heterosexual stage, when the adolesoent 
persists in the obsession that he is worthless sexually. 
We do not imply, of course, that the infant at the weaning 
stage aotually experienoes what is known to the psyohiatrist 
as psychic oastration, but the remnants of this infantile 
feeling are eventually orysta1lized into a psychosexual 
impotenoy oomp1ex in the later stages of preadolescent 
sexual life. 
The explanations alluded to in the last paragraph 
are all important and are indispensable as exp1~natory 
faotors in the subjeot of psychio impotenoy. It fell to 
the lot of Otto Rank, however) to pave the road to something 
like a ooherent and oomplete approach to the problem. By 
reading his very luoid acoount of the normal sexual metamor-
phoses, one may glean the possible pitfalls into which the 
individual may st~~ble in the oourse of sexual development, 
which may imbue him ultimately with spurious notions of 
sexual inferiority which have no organiC foundation. 
According to Rank, the institution of weaning nec-
essitates a search on the part of the infant for a 9ub-
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stitute upon whioh the strongly oharged oral libido may 
feast itself. The penis offering great similarity to the 
nipple and being in suitable proximity on the child's own 
body, a sort of vicarious nursing prooess ensues in which 
the penie is substituted for the nipple and the hand 
displaces the mouth; thus masturbation. If this first step 
is incomplete or is obstructed in any way, the libido 
will most likely remain fixed at the nursing level. 
Mother identification may occur, along with the castration 
obsession as an additional result. Normally, however, 
through mctsturbation and the accomps.ning appears.nce of self-
love, the fear that the nipple deprivation meant emascul-
ation.becomes tra.nsferred into a gado-narcissistic urge to 
become independent and thus avenge the maternal desertion; 
the homosexual stage is thus attained through narcism and 
accompanying effort to find an object like onets self. 
This step ha.ving been acoomplished, the ohild then beholding 
his father as the cause of his troubles, is unoonsoiously 
compelled "to beat him at hie own game," so to speak, end 
thereby seek another revenge and attain, as a consequence, 
the heterosexual goal. 
The groups of psyohically impotent psyohotics folloriing 
the sequences of sexual development so suoidly delinated by 
Rank are: 
Group I. Those traumatized at weaning 
(a) Those who through compensatory substitution 




(b) Those who remain sexually', though not neces-
sarily intellectually, at the nursing level and never pass 
through other stages of the same cycle described by Rank. 
Group II. IndividuB,ls libidinously fixated to pre-
adolescent love objeots on a fashion latently incestuous. 
Group III. Individua.ls sexually traumatized through 
inadvertent preadolescent sexual indulgences of incestuous 
nature. 
Group IV. Those whose love energies are dissipated 
in avenging imagined parental desertion or neglect. 
(a) As a result of death of parent of opposite sex. 
(b) Due to jealousy of parent of opposite sex (Rank 
meohanism) • 
PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT OF IMPOTENCE 
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Before attempting to discuss the treatment of psychic 
impotencYI the palliative psychiatric handling of cases of 
imcurable impotence will be mentioned. 
To a man of intelligence and education one may point 
the way to higher things with greater compensations than 
mere sexual gratification. One can say to such a man" 
"it is true that life at the sexual level is finished for 
you b but a larger life lived, on a higher plane may be just 
beginning. Point your vision higher, not neoessarily to 
dreams and the stars, but to life with the poets, with 
the immortals of literature, art and travel, writing, 
painting, religion and its mysteries and comforts l 
"%0 
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and philosophy, vvhioh should be the final goal of all in-
telleotual peaoe. You may live you.r life for servioe to 
your immediate oirole or to mankind generally. Research 
of all kinds is open yO you and freedom from the demands 
associated 'Ni th living lif e at the sex.ual level will leave 
you more time for produotive work. There are before you 
many paths leading to peaoe. Why~ therefore, regret the 
passing of an appetite?" To a man with acoeptable, intelleo-
tual endowment and eduoation this viewpoint will be as a 
breath of a new life. On the other hand, what oan one offer 
to the man who is oapable of living only on a lower plane? 
Many men glory in the fullness of all their appetites a.nd 
physioal powers and sex is the king over all. It must 
not be forgotten that perhaps a majority of men in the 
general population still make sex.ual vigor the standard 
by whioh manhood is measured. The desoriptive words, 
"10813 of manhood,," are still used to denote sexual impotenoe. 
Loss or deterioration of this power is a orushing blow to 
the ego of these men. They become sensitive and the emotion-
al reaotion is often profound. Loss of sexual power often 
leads to ohiding by the mate, and to sneers and hurtful digs 
from those who learn of its existenoe. This is followed by 
anXiety, depression, agitation and often a prolonged flight 
into a psychoneurosis, or even deeper l into a psychosis. 
I 
One might begin by linterviewing the wife of an impotant 
man of this type. 
I 
I 
iShe must be oautioned not to chide the 





before. She must be cctreful not to sneer or be cri tic~t1 or 
to change her behavior sO that the spouse may not fear that 
he has lost his caste with her. Not a single word or look 
to convey the thought tha.t she loves him less. These couples 
should be advised to live in separate rooms; at least until 
the tension growing out of the situation has eased. A grad-
ual development of intereste outside themselves is desir-
able. Religion is often a comfort. The development of a 
hobby will often help. Exercise in the form of strenuous 
games will often be very satisfying. If the desire persists 
in the face of impotence~ and unfortunately it is under 
these circumstances that increased desire occurs, then 
the use of bromides is a very desirable thing. 
It? 
Most cases of impotence are determined not organically, 
but functionally~ according to Stekel. The exceptions are 
those for which the pE!tlliati ve treatment has just been 
alluded to (lesions of the $pine.l cord, diabetes, herm-
aphrodism: etc.(. If this be true, then all forms of mech-
anice.l> medicinal and surgics.l measures must fail, and that 
psychotherapy offers the only reasonable approach. Simple 
suggestion, mechanical intervention, electrical procedures, 
cold water cures, speCial diets and all aphrodisiacs may 
be effective not per se, but because by suggestion they 
create the idea: "Now, everything will certainly be all 
right," which overcomes the inhibiting idea. There are 
cases, nevertheless, in which these therepeutic attempts 
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As for psychotherapy, it must be borne in mind that 
false psychotherapy may do injury by nursing a "feeling of 
illness," which in impotence is the disorder itself. This 
usually comprises a combinat ion of analysis I suggestion, Emd 
emotione,l and environmental readjustment. In many cases 
complete relief is afforded easily by a superficial analysis. 
In others i t results after a profound study of the patient:',s 
subconsoious life, for often he is quite unaware of the 
existence of trouble~making complexes that lie deeply buried 
in the subconscious realm of his mind. 
/, 
In the correction of impotence, as well as in the 
prevention, it is well that the physican be highly informed 
concerning normal sexual physiology. It is unfortunate 
that the cu.rriculum in most medical schools does not in-
clude any education in the sex physiology of intercourse. 
Every physician should be prepared to give syrnpe.thetic a,nd 
technical information to young people who are about to be 
married. The information which they recieve from friends 
and parente is often inadequate and incorrect. One cannot 
count upon instinctive desires to establigh correct tech-
nique. Frequently the mishandling of the early sex exper-
iences in marriage, permanently ruins the chance for sat-
isfactory sex adjustment. The difficulty in rupturing a 
resistent hymen, the difficulty in having intercourse through 
too narrow vaginal outlet, the failure to have prompt and 
proper lubrication, are problems frequently met with" s,nd do 
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great damage when the married pair are not prepared and 
instructed. The pain resulting for the woman turns her 
against sexua,li ty, and the man is apt to develope serious 
feelings of incompetence; because of his inability to make 
the sexual act simple ~md not pe.inful. Frequently the use 
of some lubricating jelly will solve the problem completely. 
We might justly urge every woman to consult a gynecologist 
before marriage in order to determine whether any undue 
difficulty was to be encountered. Self consciousness about 
such examinations must be abolished. 
/7 
In mild cases with the mechanism not so clearly present, 
especially occuring in married people, the causes are often 
easily remedied. Intercourse performed under the strese of 
fear of inducing pregnancy of of being discovered .. the 
apprehensive attitude of the economically harassed husba.nd, 
the too prolific wife .. 8,11 these are frequently cs.uses of 
sexual impotenoe or weakness. After varying periods of 
contraceptive measures taken in this spirit of fear, either 
husba.nd or viiie, or both .. may find themselves impotent or 
frigid. A long separation from:. bed, if not from bed and board, 
with fina,lly proper birth control instruction and technique, 
is the plan of the treatment indicated here. Even with-
out fear, withdrawal practiced over a long period of time 
frequently induces loes of eexuE:ll apreti te and desire. 
The reaction of the man or woman of fine sensibilities to 
this measure may result in a revulsion of feeling toward 
the act and finally in frigidity. Much the same mechanism 
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occurs when the husband finds his wife is careless about 
vaginal cleanline EH3; pe.rticularly I though some women aeem 
to get generally slovenly after marriage. Lastly, frequent 
spats and downright quarreling dull the appetite and occasion-
ally result in obstinate impotence till a new love mate is 
found. The indications for treatment in these cs,ses are 
-plain and frequently as successful as they are clear. 
If) 
The more recent the onset of impotence, the easier is 
the cure. Even a single explanation may work wonders; the 
less such patients are treated l the better~ because every 
treettment enhances the nfeeling of being sick" and has an 
inhibitory effect on the patient. Secretely, many patients 
do not wish to be cured. At the same time it must be rememb-
ered that rapid results cannot be forced; such advice as to 
visit a prostitute most often brings only transitory relief. 
Should a person come to the idea "I am impotent,!! it will 
in i teelf act as a per'nicicus autosuggestion. On the next 
attempt at intercourse the idea appears before the act; 
doubt and fear of ridicule will automatically act as still 
stronger inhibitions. In such cases the prognosis will 
depend on whether in any situation the fear and doubt are 
stronger or weaker than the object that stimUlates the lib-
ido. 
OlJ 
The prognosis is ordinarily excellent with younger men, 
is les9 bright as age advances. A large percentage of all 
cases respond perfectly to treatment. Others gain only 
partial improvement, and a few are incurable because of , , 
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personality or in the environment. 
UROLOGIC STUDY**ETIOLOGY 
Before taking up the study of impotenoe from the 
viewpoint of the urologist, a few words will be directed 
toward the physiology of erection and ejaculation. 
;l 
Both are under control of the nervous system. Centers 
are stimUlated in the brain and in the lumbowsacral region 
of the spinal cord. The cerebral center is the seat of 
sexual impulse and appetite. The lumbar center regulates 
the meohanism, through nervi erigentes, which pass from 
,this center to the sexual organs. The glans penis has an 
abundant supply of sensory nerves which transmit stimuli 
backward to the sexual center. Stimulation of the nervi 
erigentes produces ereotion. 
Normally both centers act in unison, but they ce~ act 
separately I for it is a ,!Vell estl:tblished fact that one 
can inhibit ereation by mental effort; it is presumed that 
this is accomplished by inhibitory nerve fibers passing 
from the higher oenters to the lower ones. For normal 
ooitus erection is essential, 8,nd this is produced by 
vasoular engorgement of the erectile tissue .. obta,ined through 
stimulation of the nervi erigentes l the erection being 
maintained !3ufficiently for complete coitus by compression 
of the efferent veins thru muscular contraction. Stimul-
ation of the cerebral oenter .. by impressions oonveyed 
through the senses, sight .. tOUCh, smell etco l evoke erection, 
which is also mainta.ined through the spinal center, as in 
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diseases of the spinal cord and external genitals, erection 
is incomplete or lacking. It has been proved that there 
is a distinct spinal center for ejaculation independent 
from that for erection~ and this explains certain cases of 
impotency in i'fh1ch emisaion occurs ",lI[i th erection. 
So much importance is attached to the posterior 
urethra and surrounding structures that a brief resume 
of the anatomy of this region is in order. The posterior 
urethra is that portion between the anterior layer of the 
triangular ligament and the bladder. It is about two inches 
in length and includes both the membranous and prostatic 
urethra. The prostatic portion i3 the widest and most 
dilatable portion. The canal is somevrhctt spindle sha.ped, 
being wider in the middle than at either extremity. It ex-
tends from the bladder to the membranous urethra, and runs 
vertically through the pro8tate gland. 
Upon the posterior '.;val1 of the prostatic urethra is 
situated that very importand structure, the verumontanum. 
This is about 12 mm. in length and about :3 mm. in height> 
al though these measurememta vary greatly in different 
individuals. It probably affords a crest upon whioh the 
ejaculatory ducts may open. The prostatic ducts open on 
the floor of the urethra, ani converge toward the veru. 
During ejaculation, therefore, this arrangement brings about 
a complete intermingling of the thick gelatinous semen 
and the thin prostatic fluid from the ducta~ thus causing a 
homogenous fluid) 'Nhich enhances and preserves the vitality 
of the spermatozoa. 
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It may be hard to realize, for one not experienoed in 
posterior urethrosoopy, expeoially in the urethrosoopio 
pioture of the so oalled sexual neurasthenic# what tremen-
dous symptomatio effects may result from apparently slight 
pathologioal ohanges. Those who expect to find gross path-
ological lesions in the posterior urethra in suoh mark-
edly perverted oonditions as impotence, masturbation, and 
the like> will often be doomed to great disappOintment. 
After muoh experienoe they will finally realize that a slight 
oongestion in the region of the veru, a oongestion whioh is 
often overlooked or considered trivial by the inexperienoed~ 
rjIay be#and very often is, the oause of the gravest symptomatio 
oonsequenoes. 
Let us now oonsider the relationship of the posterior 
, 
urethra to some of the more common disorders of the sexual 
funotion. Masturbation is probably the most widespread 
disorder. 
The pathology of the oondition is in brief as follows: 
Through some accident, due perhaps to a tight prepuoe} 
~. 
to smegma or other looal oondition, the child manipulates 
its penis. This first manipulation may be done without any 
thought of sexual pleasure, or it may have been taught to 
the child by older boys. Whatever the oause, this manipul-
ation of the penis sends an impulse to its brain, which, 
as in ordinary COitus, sends an impulse to the musoles of 
ereotion; and also determines a.n inoreased blood supply to 
the prostatiC urethra as well as to other portions of the 
genital traot. So far the oondition is like ordinary ooitus. 
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But this act frequently repeated leads to a permanent 
hyperemia of the prostatic urethra, 90 that impulses from 
here are being constantly sent to the brain, which again 
in response sends continuous sexual impulses to the prostatic 
urethra and adjacend sexual organs 1 thus increasing their 
congestion still further. A vioious oircle is formed. 
As the result of the practice of coitus interruptus 
or '1vi thdrawa1 over a long period of time I there results an 
intense oongestion of the posterior urethra accompanied 
as a rule by enve11ing of the varu. There is at first a 
hyperirritability of the erection and ejaculatory centers 
in the spinal cord, so thatl at this stage, ejaculation 
takes place at the very comrI1encement of coi tUB; often before 
the penis has entered the vagina. Later there occurs a 
oomplete exhaustion of the centers, so that they refuse 
to transmit impulses to the geni tals ~and thus Vie get the 
clinical picture of impotence • 
..7'6 
In a series of 300 cases of impotence of varied types 
COllected by Wo1barat» the fol1o'Ning facts 'iVere disclosed 
on analysis: (a) 132 (44%) gave a history of previous 
gonococcal infection usually involving the adenexa. Of 
theee~ 89% showed intrurethral pathology. 
(b) 82 (27%) practiced "withdrawal" for more 
or less lengthy periods (3 to 12 years). Of these, 81% 
exhibited intrauretl~al pathology. 
(c) 42 (14%) admitted excessively frequent 
intercourse in their early years (arbitrarily set a,t more 
than thrice weekly). 76% intraurethral pathology. 
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(d) 14 (5%) admitted frequeht and long continued 
masturba,tion (more than twice weekly) for periods varying 
from 4 to 15 years. 62 ~ intra-urethral pathology. 
(e) 15 (5%) admitted a history of ungratified 
sexual desire covering long periods (5 to 17 years). 
73 % intra-urethral pathology. 
(f) 8 (3%) have unmistakable evidence of 
endocrine dysfunction. 29% intra-urethral pathology. 
(g) 6 cases presented evidence of psychic 
disturbance. 66 % intra~urethral pathology. 
*Classification made on basis of predominating factor. 
From the above it is concluded that abnormal sex living 
and gonorrhea undoubtedly are the most common causes of 
impotence. 
It is easy to explain the pathologic lesions in the 
posterior urethra in the cases that have had gonorrhea; 
but how shall we explain the presence of a pathologic veru 
or urethra when there has been no urethral infection? And 
why on the other hand do we find no gross pathologic 
changes in cases with a positive gonorrheal history? 
It is generally but erroneously assumed that the path-
ologic veru is the fundamental cause of the functional 
inadequacy; therapeutic attack therefore, is directed to 
this organ. 
In the average case, it is true, .an appreciable improve-
ment in the sex function may be expected from the local 
treatment thus applied to the veru and the urethra and 
their restoration thru decongestion to the normal. 
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On the other hand, we are often confronted with cases which 
make little or no response to lengthy courses of intra-
urethral treatment. In the latter cases; it is probably 
because we have made the common error of concentrating 
our therapy on a symptom rather than on a primary cause. 
In other words, the pathologic veru we see thru the urethro-
scope instead of being the actual cause of the impotenoe 
is rather but one subjective symptom of a distant but related 
pathologic condition, a subjective symptom of which is im-
potence. 
In the same degree that the gastric function may be 
upset by a disturbance elsewhere in the intestinal tract 
or in more remote parts of the body , it is rea.sonable to 
conclude that the sex function similarly may be disturbed 
beoause of dysfunction in the genital tract or elsewhere 
in the body. This dysfunction may manifest itself primarily 
in the endocrine ohain l in the nervous system or even in 
a general disturbance of metabolism, all of which may be 
reflected in an impairment of sexual function. 
From this angle, we may consider the distortions and 
inflammations in and about the veru a.s the visible res,ction 
of that organ to some obscure factor in the sex mechanism, 
or in the nervous or endocrine systems, which serves to 
bring about a functional deterioration in the sex centers. 
To counteract this deterioration it is quite plausible that 
the congested veru l because of the strain placed upon it, 
may and does undergo a compensatory reaction, analagous 
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to the compensa,tory hypertrophy of the single kidney re-
maining after nephrectomy. What we see through the urethro-
scope is thus the effect and not the cause of the sexual 
disturbance. If we were fortuitous enough to examine 
the veru before the sexual breakdol"ln has ocoured" we might 
probably find. the organ and adj acent tissues but moderately 
altered, this being interpreted as the price the veru has 
been cs.1Ied. upon to pay for "pegging" the failing sexual 
power up to that time. It is only when the debacle has 
oocured., when considerable or total loss of function has 
supervened$ that we are called upon for relief, and we find 
the veru hypertrophied and. distorted out of all semblance 
to the normal--hypercongested., bleeding easily, and the sur-
rounding parts seriously damaged. 
6 
Hohman and Scott set down as criteria the following 
physica,l 8,bnormali ties as causa:tive agents of premature 
ejaculation and impotence: Inflamnlatory conditions of the 
p~.osta.tio urethra, veurmontanum .. prostate, seminal vesioles .. 
and ejaoulatory ducts. More speoifica1ly they require as 
adequate findings in verumontanitis pronounced enlargement, 
swelling~ and oongestion of the posterior urethral mucosa 
or the replacement of the oovering epithelium by granulation 
tissue. It is probably true that, in addition, inflammation 
of the sa~e degree of severity involving the region immediat-
ely posterior to the verumonta.num may also produce sexual 
impotence. In addition to infectious inflammatory reactions 
one may also have superficial traumatic lesions of the 




introduoed for erotio purposes into the urethra etc. 
Injury to the nerve supply of this region due to opere ..tive 
interference may at times disturb the meohanism of ereotion 
and eja.culation. 
New growths of the prostate and posterior urethra 
may result in interference with sexual potenoy either as 
a primary cause or through seoondary infls>mmation or uloer-
ation. The symptoms resulting from the above pathologic 
conditions are either premature ejaculations, with or, 
more oo:mmonly) with bloody disoharge a,nd also impotenoe. It 
may be emphasized that these pathologioal findings may be 
present without aotual interference with sexual funotion. 
Inflammatory reaction involving the prostate gland 
may give rise to premature ejaoulation and impotenoe 
by seoondary infeotion in the posterior urethra and veru-
mont anum. It is Hohrrlan' sand Soott' e opinion that if 
prostati tis plays any role in the oausation of orge.nic 
prematurity of ejaoulation, it is by the above mentioned 
prooess of seoondary extension. It is important to bear 
in mind that the great majority of prostatio injections, 
even of the most severe grade, do not give rise to any 
symptoms. The idea oonveyed agrees with that of Wolbarst 
when the anatomic status of the veru is interpreted oorreot-
~i' 
lye He believes that there can be no doubt that in the 
oases Rhere organio pathology is the olear out predominating 
faotor tha.t the vesioles are the primary seat of the trouble, 
with the veru &~d posterior urethra merely refleoting the 




considerable clinical and pathological evidence to show that 
the veru is in reality a continuation or antenna of the 
seminal vesicles and in the sense "the mirror of the ve9icles~1f 
to use the term eO aptly coined by Luys. Confirmation of 
this olinical connection is presented in the histo-path-
ologic study reported by Hyams, Kramer and McCarthy. It is 
their conclusion that the most reliable gross criteria of 
the probable presenoe of chronic seminal vesiculitis were 
found in the prostatic urethra. They found that chronic 
inflammatory pathologic changes were most frequent in those 
cases showing frank advanced sclerosis of the posterior 
urethra and vesicle neck, cribiform deformity in the 
region of the verumontanum and dilated, sclerosed, patent 
prostatic ducts with or without distortions of the size, 
shape ~~d position of the verumontanum. They observed also 
that the size and consistency of the prostate were helpful 
only as they served to corroberate the impression of wide-
spread chronic inflammation of the mucous surface of the 
posterior urethra and bladder neck. 
13 
Lubash reported that a cyst of the prostatic utricle 
caused impotence in a man 35 years of age. This cyst measured 
at by 3 cms. The condition was cured by catherization of the 
contents of the cyst. There Nas no recurrence. This is a 
very :rare cause of impotence. 
/1{' 
According to Porpz, constant emptying of the sperm is 
prevented by the sphinctor muscle of the seminal vesicle. 




the proatate and stands in organic dependence upon them. 
If it is not sufficiently strong, rapid ejaoulation ooours, 
and at the same time disturbanoes of funotion dependent upon 
the musoular aotivity of the prostate sets in. On these 
grounds the symptom group under "atony of the prostate" 
haa been inoluded. 
The first striking symptom of this oondition is dribbling 
of the urine at the end of urination instead of the normal 
sharply emphasized and sharply terminated expulsion of the 
stream. Where no other oause of this oondition is to be 
found (strioture~ stone~ cystitis; etc.), then this symptom 
will arouse the suspicion even of the general practitioner. 
It points to an insuffioient shutting off of the bladder, 
In fact, instead of the normal three to five urinations per 
day, there oocurs an urgenoy whioh results in 10 to 15 
urinations a day and from three to five per night. Often 
therefore l the sleep of the patient is disturbed. At the 
same time nocturnal pollutions appear, at first only after 
a short abatinenoe l but later more often, and in time 
these oan occur every twenty-four hours. Some patients 
have tNO or three pollutions in a single night. 
The appearance of acoompanying dream pictures is 
charaoteristio in whioh oonneotion it should be noted that 
the dream does not oause the pollution, but the dream is 
oaused by the nervous stimulation whioh results from the 
pollution. With a normal prostate, sexual dreams of oentral 





of the abstinent are often of long duration and often com-
plete an entire circle of increasingly erotic pictures; the 
pollutions dreams in men suffering from atony of the prostate 
are always ahort; they begin at once, asa rule, I'vi th the act 
without any preliminaries. The patient in hie dream finds 
himself in an unknown plaoe and among unfamiliar surround-
ings, along 'ifith a.ny unkno\vn woman. The ejaculation fol-
Iol'vs as >'vhen awake, during or before intromission. There 
are indeed far advanced casea in which the dream entirely 
fails. 
After the pollution the patient feels himself weak 
and dejected» is nervous &~d ill tempered. Also often his 
efficiency is impaired. 
In such patients one finds spermatozoa in the urine 
after straining a.t stool (defecation sperma.torrhea). If 
the atony of the prostate increases, one finds spermatozoa 
in the urine after every defecation whatever. Seminal 
losses become more frequent and abundant. In this phase of 
the disease, pollutions are less common, and can entirely 
cease. The condition may progress to such an extent that a 
light pressure upon the abdomen or lifting of a small weight 
is sufficient to cause appearance of semen at the end of the 
urethra. 
If the general health is not disturbed by the above 
mentioned symptoms and the reflex psychic etnd neurotio 
symptoms I many among them beoome resigned to their unfortun-




liberation of libido often cause unbearable annoyance. 
Libido often occurs under very slight stimulation, and causes 
a1 first only embarrassing erections, which at the correct 
time either fail entirely or are slow and incomplete. This 
sort of libido becomes associated later with symptoms of 
nervous irritability, such as palpatation of the heart, 
trembling of the hands, feet or voice, blushing, etc. The 
patients can scarcely speak for embarrassment. These symptoms 
often appear a long time before coitus and can be cause by 
merely thinking about the act. The patients are altogether 
too much engrossed by sexual phantasies and even consider-
ably handicapped in their daily work by their abnormal 
pre-occupation with erotio ideas. 
In order to escape from this unbearable situation the 
patient seeks relief in intercourse. They are howev,er 
disappointed in this effort. Erection fails in their nervous 
excitement, and even when it occurs, it all ends with a 
very rapid ejaculation. The atonic sphincter opens at once, 
and allows the ejaculate to flow out almost without obstruc-
tion. 
With this, a low standard of orgasm, or even its absence 
is associated. Ejaculation does not occur in from four to 
six stages with interruptions, but all at once as the act of 
urination, without any sensation. The feeling of being 
unsatisfied which follows the premature ejaculation oan in 
the early stages of the disease be modified by repetition of 





unsatisfied feeling remains ~md the depressing psyohic 
disturbance continues during one or two days. 
In the further course of the disease the formerly 
normal morning erections upon aVvB,kening become more unusual, 
and finally cease altogether. Thus the despairing picture 
total impotency is complet~. 
The atonic prostate felt per anl~ is soft and flat. 
The margins l where no chronic prostatitis has been present; 
are scarcely distinguishablejupon pressure of the finger, 
one or two drops or even more are emptied out~ and in these 
spermatozoa, along with a jelly like substance from the 
seminal vesicles, are to be found. After the examination, 
the urine will also contain the secretion. The patients 
state that during examination that they often feel an 
uncomfortable emptiness and weakness in this locality. 
Many have a sensation as if there were a ball in the rectum. 
The oause of this disease is referable to long contin-
ued onanism in childhood or early youth and to excessive 
sexual congress at an early age. In addition exoiting 
causes may be the following: Prostatitis in youthl dependent 
upon gonorrhea; in later years irregular Bex life, prolonged 
abstinence, interrupted by periods of excessive oOitus, 
and among the married, coitus interruptus or coitus cond-
omatus, practices in which orgasm cannot reaoh its normal 
height . 
.;<3 
Other organic causes of impotenoe are found in def-
ormities of the penis, in the atrophy, tw~ors and indurations 
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of the testioles, and in elephantiasis of the genital organs. 
Symptomatio impotence of oopulation is met with in 
certain diseases J such as diabetes I tabes dorealis, nephritis I 
or obesity. At certain variable states of senility impotence 
is usually present. 
Paralytic impotenoe is the last form of impotence of 
copulation. This type is moetly met with in grave forms of 
neurasthenia. 'Nhere the nervous elements of the entire organ-
ism are affected. The exhaustion of the spinal genital 
centers are especially pronounced. The genitals are \ryi thered; 
flaccid l the penis is in a state of atrophy, the skin of 
penis and scrotum is cold, shriveled, and anesthetic. The 
testicles are atrophied and in a state of shrinkage. The 
pathognomonic symptom of paralytio impotenoe is the entire 
absenoe of the usual morning erections. 
True paralytic impotence is incurable. This incurability 






As was stated in the opening paragraphs, there are as 
many degrees of sexuality as there are human beings. It is 
therefore essential to fit the patient into his proper 
category so that we shall not be led into committing the 
common error of attempting to restore something that never 
was. The most we should seek to do is to restore potency 
as nearly as possible to the natural sex coefficient of the 
individual, whatever it may be. For the determination of 
this ooefficient we must mobilize our knowledge of the 
subject under the most painstaking investigation of the 
sexual life of the individual from his earliest days. 
When there is considerable pathology in and about the 
varu, local applications of 10 per cent silver nitrate 
solution through the oystourethroscope once weekly, is 
decidedly effective when combined with indioated constitu-
tional measures. These applications can be made almost 
painless by the previous injections of 20-30 cc. of a 2-3 
per cent solution of .novocain or similar local anesthetic~ 
retained in the urethra for 15-20 minutes. With the aid 
of these applications; the varu and posterior urethra are 
decongested and eventually restored to an apparently normal 
appearance. Decongestion is made evident in two ~ays: First1 
by the gradually diminishing show of blood in the urine 
which follows the silver applioation in deeply congested 
cases; second~ by the more normal appearance of the parts 
on urethroscopic inspection. The bleeding is the result 




of the instrument with the hypercongeoted tissues and ceases 
spontaneously within an hour or two. Polypoid and oystic 
bodies are best removed by fulguration. 
The process is a slow one~ but can be hastened and the 
patient made more confortable by the daily injection of a 
weak solution of a mild~ non irritant silver solution suoh 
as 5 percent argyrol with retention for 10 to 15 minutes 
with the patient in the supine position. This should be 
given in the interve~l bet'\"leen the weekly urethroscopic ex-
aminations . 
. In cases of marked seminal vesiculitis such measures 
do not reach the interior of the vesicles because of their 
inaccessible position in the pelvis. Catherization of the 
ejaculatory ducts is sometimes useful, but it is generally 
time oonsuming, painful and unoertain in its results. 
The same is true in a general way of diathermy. Therefore, 
for vesiculitis Belfield's vasotomy is by far the best. 
Thru this procedure, not only the vesicles themselves 
but the vasa and the ejaculatory ducts are flushed with the 
solution employed and in a very large measure, possibly 
altogether emptied of their pathogenic contents. If nothing 
else is accomplished in these cases th~~ the removal of the 
occlusion in the ej'~6ulatory ducts, the operation is extremely 
beseficial because of the improved drainage thus afforded 
the vesicles; with this comes a decided improvement in 
sexual potency. 
Prostatic massage is of value when done in moderation. 
60. 
IMPOTEI~CE 
The "massage habit" should be advised against. Pneumovibration 
of the pr ostate is useful, particularly because there is 
less pressure trauma to the prostate gland than in digital 
massage. 
If there is evidence of endocrine dysfunotion as the 
predominant factor, this must be corrected in so far as 
possible. The reduction of excessive obesity) a common 
condition in these casesa is a primary indication. 
'ir 
In addition to reducing of the congestion and inflammation, 
the tired and exhausted sexual centers should be given a 
chance to recuperate. Not only abstaining from COitus, but 
also from "spooning;" kissing~ or anything that might excite 
these centers. 
/S' 
At all events coi tUB must mot be i.ndulged in. 
In treatment of cases on the basis of atony of the 
prostate gland diathermy may be of value The procedure 
consists in the introduction of a prostatic electrode into 
the rectum. The faradic current is used. Echtman advises 
diathermization of the testicles in certain cases. The 
active mesh electrode is placed on the scrotum and the 
large indifferent electrode is placed under the buttooks of 
the patient who is lying on hie back. 
«/ 
Rudolph reports good results in the treatment of 
himself with the drug "Tetrophan". This drug is synthesized 
in Germany, the formula of which is withheld. In conjunction 
with this, iodex was massaged into the prostate. Other 
successful cases were cited, but were from a German clinic. 
According to Rudolph the German product works successfullYI 
IM~Q.TENCE 
but the English product is, for eome reason, not as good. 
I' Plummer reports five cases succesafu1ly treated with 
water soluble orchitic extract used hypodermically. According 
to him, not only was the sexual inadequacy alleviated, but 
also the patients all felt better generally. This is s. product 
of the Pickett-Thompson Research Laboratory. 
1/ 
In cases of testicular atrophy homotranaplants of the 
testiole have been tried with varying degrees of success. 
The procedure is known as transplantation by morcellation. 
The rectus muscle is split and used as a bed for the transplant. 
The chief difficulty is caused by the frequent absorption of 
the transplant. 
{J. 
Lows1ey, in his preliminary report on the causation 
and treatment of impotence, describes a relatively simple 
and successful eurgical procedure in the treatment of impotenoe 
in man. 
The patient is placed in an exaggerated lithotomy 
position (with the legs in stumps). A number 26 Frenoh 
sound is passed into the urethra. An incision is made over 
the bulging part of the perineum, extending from the mid-
line from a point 10 oms. from the anal margin down to\lvards 
that structure for about 5 cms. A branch is made laterally 
on eaoh side to a point just above the attachment of the 
crus penis) the complete incision resembling an inverted Y. 
The incision is deepened through fat and areolar tissue 
until the corpus spongiosum, surrounded by the bulbocaver-
nosus~ and the crus penis (corpus cavernosum) on eaoh side, 
crossed by the isohiooavernosus, are exposed. 
63. 
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Chromic ribbon gut~ studded with an atraumatic needle, 
is inserted into the lateral edge of the muscularis bulbo-
ca.vernosus~ pulled across the belly of the muscle ~nd passed 
through the other side, with just sufficient sttain to plicate 
the muscle and produce the right amount of pressure to 
reinforce amy contraction necessary to aid in producing an 
erection. Two other similar stitches may be necessary 
to tighten the whole muscle. The same proceedure is followed 
with regard to the ischio-cavernosus muscle on each side, 
care being taken not to injure or unduly compress the fairly 
numerous nerves and blood, vessels in this area. The '(found 
is closed without drainage. 
Before any such proceedure as the above was tried on 
hurran subjects l it 'Flas first successfully carried out on dogs. 
Thes experiments indicated that tightening of the ischio-
cavernosus musole on each side and the bulbooavernosus musole, 
in dogs; rroduoes erect ions which 8,re under control of the 
dogs mind. Fear, strange surroundings and other psychologio 
factors cause disappearance of the erection) '{{hile the return 
of the dog to his canine companions restores him. 
The removal of these three muscles results in elimination 
of the power of having ereotions, in dogs, even under the 
strong influenoe of a ferr.ale dog in heat 1 proving the conten-
tion of those physiologists who claim that these muscles 
pla.y important roles in producing penile erections. 
No harm has resulted in the penis and no adverse change 





The presence cf a female dog in heat stimulates these 
dogs unusually. They are also stimulated by being patted 
a few times on the back. 
In man~ plication of the bu1bo-cavernosus and. ischio-
cavernosus muscles wi th ribbon gut has been fo11ovved. by 
ability to have erections and satisfactory intercourse l 
even in cases in which erections had been impossible for a 
period of years. The operation has been preformed on fourteen 
men whose ages range from 22 to 66. The results were perfect 
in nine cases, all of whom had had no erections or entirely 
unsatisfactory ones for tiVO years or more. 
The operation must be skillfully preformed l with just 
the right amount of shortening of the muscles$ in order to 
a.ccomplish the desired result. If the muscles are too tightS' 
a constant painful erection will result; if not tight enough; 
sa.tlsfactory erections ~vill not be produced. The success of 
the operation apparently depends upon the use of ribbon gut; 
which does not tear thru the de1ioate mU8c1es l as does ordinary 
twisted catgut. 
The permanency of the results cannot be proven a,t present. 
IS' 
No matter what the treatment, the couree of cure proceeds 






1. Impotenoe in the male is nore prevalent in the male 
than is usually supposed. 
2. The incidence of impotence is becoming greater. 
3. Impotence is a condition met with in the higher class 
of people as a rule. 
4. Its origin is either psychic, organio or a oombination 
of the two. 
5. Most oases of impotence are psychic in origin. 
6. Treatment of impotence therefore» is most often a psychiatric 
problem. 
7. Patients showing evidenoe of both organic and psychic 
66. 
trauma should be handled jOintly by the urologist and psychiatrist. 
8. Cases responding well to psychiatric treatment are 
definitely psychic in origin; patients who respond well to 
urologic treatment are not necessarily suffering from 
impotenoe on a definite organio basis; as the factor of 
suggestion enters in. 
9. The prognosis depends on the etiology and the length of 
time the disease has been present. 
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